BRDF Analysis with Directional Statistics and Its Applications.
Data-driven BRDF models using real material measurements have become increasingly prevalent due to the development of novel gonioreflectometers, but efficient use of these models in many graphical applications remains challenging due to the few functionalities the raw data could provide. To ameliorate this issue, we propose to analyze BRDFs using directional statistics for better handling and exploring measured materials, especially isotropic materials, with efficient computation and compact storage. We conduct a thorough statistical analysis on both analytical BRDF models and measured materials from the MERL database. We show that different aspects of visual appearance can be characterized by different spherical moments, from which several descriptive measures can be derived to further facilitate their usage. We demonstrate how these measures are best leveraged in some graphical applications including gamut mapping using a new BRDF similarity measure, BRDF or SVBRDF reconstruction based on material clustering, and importance sampling for measured materials based on fast extracted GGX distributions. We finally show the potential of our approach in the categorization of surface reflectance types which is common for traditional photon mapping.